Abstract. In this paper, we consider the use of discrete gradients for differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) with a conservation/dissipation law. As one of the most popular numerical methods for conservative/dissipative ordinary differential equations, the framework of discrete gradient methods has been intensively developed over recent decades. Although discrete gradients have been applied to several specific conservative/dissipative DAEs, no unified framework for DAEs has yet been constructed. In this paper, we move toward the establishment of such a framework, and introduce concepts including an appropriate linear gradient structure for DAEs. Then, we reveal that the simple use of discrete gradients does not imply the discrete conservation/dissipation laws. Fortunately, however, we can successfully construct a new discrete gradient method for the case of index-1 DAEs. We believe this first attempt provides an indispensable basis for constructing a unified framework of discrete gradient methods for DAEs.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider the geometric integration of autonomous differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) of the form (1.1) Aż = f (z) with a conservation or dissipation law. The class of DAEs with a conservation or dissipation law involves mechanical systems with holonomic/nonholonomic constraints [5] and the spatial discretization of the conservative/dissipative evolutionary equations with a mixed derivative [33] . In particular, our aim is to develop a framework for constructing dissipative/conservative numerical methods using the discrete gradient [14] . For the numerical integration of conservative/dissipative ordinary differential equations (ODEs), numerical methods inheriting the conservation/dissipation law are known to be qualitatively better than general purpose techniques such as Runge-Kutta methods (see, e.g., [39] for conservative ODEs and [34] for dissipative ODEs). The discrete gradient method is one of the most popular conservative/dissipative numerical methods (for other methods, see, e.g., [37, 38, 20, 17] ).
A brief history of the discrete gradient method is summarized below. Though a similar technique has been reported in the literature, the discrete gradient was first (explicitly) defined by Gonzalez [14] , who constructed Hamiltonian-preserving numerical methods for Hamiltonian systems such as
where z : [0, T ) → R 2n is a dependent variable (ż denotes the time derivative of z), I n ∈ R n×n denotes the identity matrix, O n ∈ R n×n denotes the zero matrix, and H : R 2n → R is the Hamiltonian. Thanks to the skew-symmetry of J, conservation of the Hamiltonian H can be confirmed as follows:
d dt H(z) = ∇H(z),ż = ∇H(z), J∇H(z) = 0, where ·, · is the standard inner product of R 2n . The one-step method (usually called a discrete gradient method)
preserves the Hamiltonian, where z (m) ≈ z(m∆t) (∆t > 0 is the step size). The discrete gradient ∇H is defined as follows. Hereafter, the first property is referred to the "discrete chain rule," as it is a discrete counterpart of the usual chain rule. Whereas the second property merely maintains consistency, the first property plays an essential role in the proof of the discrete conservation law:
= 0
(note that the proof of the discrete conservation law is quite similar to that of its continuous counterpart).
Note that the discrete gradient is not, in general, unique, and there are several method of constructing discrete gradients (see, e.g., [14, 18, 8] ). Moreover, Quispel-Turner [29] extended the discrete gradient method to construct conservative numerical methods for the skew-gradient system (1.4)ż = S(z)∇V (z), where z : [0, T ) → R d is a dependent variable, V : R d → R is a differentiable function, and S :
is a map such that S(z) is skew-symmetric for any z ∈ R d . The skew-symmetry of S(z) means that the conservation of V can be shown in a manner similar to that of the Hamiltonian above, i.e., using only the "chain rule" and "skew-symmetry." Thus, by appropriately discretizing S, conservative numerical methods can be constructed in a similar manner (see Section 2.2).
Though the skew-gradient form may appear restrictive in comparison with general conservative ODEs, Quispel-Capel [27] showed that any conservative ODEs can be written in the appropriate skew-gradient form (see Proposition 2.3). Therefore, in principle, the discrete gradient method can be used for any conservative ODEs. Moreover, McLachlan-Quispel-Robidoux [23] showed that the discrete gradient can also be used for ODEs with one or more conserved quantities and/or dissipated quantities (see Proposition 2.4 for the case of a single dissipated quantity, where S(z) is a negative semidefinite matrix).
Furthermore, for variational partial differential equations (PDEs) with a conservation/dissipation law, Furihata-Mori [12] (see also [10] ) devised the discrete variational derivative method (DVDM) (see [11] for details). Though DVDM and the discrete gradient method were investigated independently, DVDM is now understood to be a combination of the discrete gradient method and an appropriate spatial discretization. Thus, evolutionary equations with a conservation/dissipation law can be regarded as the target of the discrete gradient methods (see [8] for details on discrete gradient methods for PDEs).
We now turn our attention to conservative/dissipative methods for DAEs.
Gonzalez [15] showed that discrete gradients can be used for the conservative numerical integration of mechanical systems with a holonomic constraint. Until now, the discrete gradient method has been employed for various mechanical systems with holonomic and/or nonholonomic constraints having the conservation/dissipation property (e.g., [4, 35] ). As the discrete gradient maintains the discrete chain rule, one can construct conservative/dissipative methods by some clever discretization of the holonomic/nonholonomic constraints.
More recently, a team including the present author pointed out that spatial discretizations of evolutionary equations with a mixed derivative, i.e., u tx = f (u, u x , . . . ) (subscripts t and x denote temporal and spatial partial differentiation), turn out to be DAEs [33] . As this class of PDEs covers numerous conservative systems, there have been several studies on conservative numerical methods [25, 13, 24, 32] using the spirit of DVDM.
In view of these existing studies on DAEs, it is quite natural to wish for a unified framework for applying discrete gradient methods to DAEs. Surprisingly, however, there have been no reports on this topic in the literature. Therefore, the ultimate aim of the present author is to construct a unified framework covering discrete gradient methods for DAEs. In this paper, as a first attempt to establish such a framework, we derive several basic results.
Firstly, we observe what happens when a DAE has a linear conserved quantity (Section 3). Though this observation is not directly related to discrete gradient methods, it illustrates how troublesome the concept of conserved quantities can be in DAEs (see Remark 1.2). The observation implies that, when we deal with DAEs, the discrete conservation turns out to pose difficulties even when the conserved quantity is linear and the DAE has index-1 (see [1] for a definition of the differential index); some linear conserved quantities are automatically conserved by the implicit Euler method (and some implicit Runge-Kutta methods), whereas others are not. This should be somewhat surprising, because it is widely known that, in ODEs, all linear conserved quantities are automatically conserved by all explicit and implicit Runge-Kutta methods. This difficulty in DAEs is caused by a lack of simple criteria for the conserved quantity: recall that the conserved quantity in ODEs can be characterized by the orthogonality condition ∇V (z), f (z) = 0. Remark 1.2. As shown in Section 2.4, a DAE is actually an "implicit definition" of a vector field v on some manifold M (see Definition 2.5). In this sense, one may feel that the rich results reported in previous studies (see Olver [26] , for example) are sufficient to deal with conservation laws in DAEs. Unfortunately, however, we usually conduct the numerical integration of DAEs without explicitly detecting either the vector field v or manifold M (backward difference formulae (BDF) methods are typical examples; see [1] ). In particular, when we deal with cases in which the dimension of M is nearly d (such as the spatial discretizations of PDEs with a mixed derivative), the computation based on v and M is not practical because of the lack of sparsity. In this sense, the criterion that "V is the conserved quantity if and only if ∇V (z), v(z) = 0 hold for any z ∈ M" is useless for our aim.
Moreover, as we do not want to step into v and M, several elegant results on the geometric numerical integration of vector fields on manifolds (e.g., Celledoni-Owren [9] for the conservative case and CelledoniEidnes-Owren-Ringholm [7] for the dissipative case) cannot be employed.
To overcome this difficulty, we propose the concept of "proper functions" for DAEs (Section 4). Though the definition of "properness" is unusual at first sight, we believe that it is indispensable for exploring the conservation/dissipation law of DAEs for the following reasons (each point will be described in Section 4.1):
(a) it is a natural extension of the linear case. (b) it is a natural extension of the ODE case. (c) it has simple criteria for conservation/dissipation laws. (d) it forms a sufficiently large subclass of functions.
Actually, the lack of the simple criteria for conservation/dissipation laws has already been identified in studies of Lyapunov functions for DAEs [2, 22] . The Lyapunov function is a dissipated quantity with several other properties (which depend on the context and expected consequence; see, e.g., [31, 19, 36] ). In the literature, subclasses of Lyapunov functions whose time differentiation can be expressed without information on v and M, have been considered. Though these attempts were successful to a certain extent, they did not consider how restrictive the associated assumptions were. The set of proper functions is a new candidate for such a subclass (see point (b) in the list above), and its distinct advantage is one aspect of point (d): the assumption of properness does not lose generality (see Proposition 4.2) . This advantage strongly relies on the autonomous nature of the target DAE (1.1) (see Remark 5.5 for details).
Based on the concept of proper functions, we show that the conservation (resp. dissipation) law of a DAE extension (5.1) of linear gradient form (1.4) can be characterized by the skew-symmetry (resp. negative semidefiniteness) of a matrix (see Section 5) . This result is a natural DAE extension of McLachlan-QuispelRobidoux [23] . Thus, it implies that the linear gradient DAE (5.1) is an appropriate extension of the linear gradient form (1.4), and indicates the possibility of a unified framework for discrete gradient methods for DAEs.
We then consider the use of discrete gradients for linear gradient DAEs (5.1) in Section 6 (as the situation is the same when we deal with the dissipation law, we focus on the conservative case in this part ). However, because the numerical solution can break the constraint of the DAEs, the assumption of the discrete conservation law becomes somewhat restrictive. Still, existing conservative numerical methods for DAEs are covered by this case, and discrete conservation laws are maintained thanks to their special structures (see Examples 6.2 and 6.3).
Moreover, for index-1 cases, we propose a new discrete gradient method that conserves both the desired conserved quantity and the constraint (Section 7). We introduce a new discrete gradient that is compatible with proper functions, and employ a reformulation (7.3) that is appropriate for the simultaneous conservation of constraints and the conserved quantity.
Discrete gradient schemes are numerically examined in Section 8 using the sinh-Gordon equation (8.1) as an example. The proposed discrete gradient method successfully conserves the conserved quantity and the constraint. However, as naturally expected, the computational cost becomes expensive.
Though a more sophisticated framework for the discrete gradient method for DAEs is left for future work, the author believes that the contribution described in this paper will play an important role in these studies.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to preliminaries such as discrete gradient methods for ODEs and some basic concepts of DAEs. Sections 3-8 have been essentially described above. The paper concludes in Section 9.
2. Preliminaries 2.1. Linear gradient systems and conservation/dissipation laws. First, we define the conserved and dissipated quantities for ODEs of the form When the ODE (2.1) is written in the linear gradient form (1.4), i.e., f (z) = S(z)∇V (z), V is a conserved (resp. dissipated) quantity if S : R d → R d×d satisfies "S(z) is skew-symmetric (resp. negative semidefinite) for any z ∈ R d ." The matrix S is said to be skew-symmetric if S ⊤ = −S holds (S ⊤ denotes the transpose of S), and is said to be negative semidefinite if z, Sz ≤ 0 holds for any z ∈ R d .
McLachlan-Quispel-Robidoux [23] showed the converse: if the ODE (2.1) has a conserved (resp. dissipated) quantity, it can be rewritten in the appropriate linear gradient form.
Then there exists a skew-symmetric matrix function S such that C r and f = S∇V on the domain {z ∈ R d | ∇V (z) = 0}. Moreover, S can be chosen so as to be bounded near every non-degenerate critical point. Then, S is locally bounded if V is a Morse function, that is, a smooth function in which all critical points are non-degenerate.
Then there exists a symmetric negative definite matrix function S such that C r and f = S∇V on the domain {z ∈ R d | ∇V (z) = 0}.
The above propositions show that the linear gradient form with the skew-symmetric (resp. negative semidefinite) matrix function S is a sufficiently large class for considering conservative (resp. dissipative) systems. Therefore, it is meaningful to consider the conservative/dissipative temporal discretization of such systems. This is realized using discrete gradients in the next section.
Discrete gradient methods.
For the linear gradient ODEs (1.4), the discrete gradient method is defined as
where S :
holds, the discrete gradient method (2.2) is conservative (resp. dissipative) because of the skew-symmetry (resp. negative semidefiniteness) of S. Note that the discrete gradient (see Definition 1.1) is not unique, and several methods of constructing discrete gradients are known. For example, the average vector field [28] 
is known to be a discrete gradient.
2.3.
Moore-Penrose inverse matrix. In this section, some basic properties of the Moore-Penrose inverse are summarized. As the matrix A that appears in DAE (1.1) is assumed to be singular, we frequently consider its Moore-Penrose inverse in the present paper. For a matrix A ∈ R d×d , the Moore-Penrose inverse A † of A is defined as the unique matrix satisfying
(see [3] for details on generalized inverses). Note that, though the Moore-Penrose inverse is also defined for non-square matrices, we only use the square case in this paper. Let null(A) and range(A) denote the null space and the range of A. Then, the career car(A) is defined as car(A) = null(A) ⊥ , where X ⊥ denotes the orthogonal complement of the linear subspace X. For the Moore-Penrose inverse A † , the relations range(A † ) = car(A) and car(A † ) = range(A) hold. Moreover, A † A and AA † are orthogonal projectors on range(A † ) and range(A). Thus, the relation {x | Ax = b} = {A † b + e | e ∈ null(A)} holds for any b ∈ range(A).
2.4.
Basic concepts of DAEs. In this section, several basic concepts of DAEs are reviewed (see, e.g., [1, 6] for details on DAEs). The most general form of autonomous DAEs is ψ(z,ż) = 0 for some function ψ, but this can be rewritten in the form (1.1) by introducing a new variable v =ż. Therefore, we focus on DAEs of the form (1.1) in this paper. The concept of regular DAEs was introduced by Reich [30] as follows. Throughout this paper, the DAE is assumed to be regular. Furthermore, for simplicity, we assume M can be expressed as
It is important to note that, in numerical computation, we often do not use the corresponding vector field v and the configuration space M (Remark 1.2). For example, the implicit Euler method (the simplest of the usual BDF methods; see [1] for details) for the DAE (1.1) can be written as
Under a certain assumption, this difference equation provides us with an approximation of the exact solution for the DAE (1.1), but clearly we do not use either the corresponding vector field v or the configuration manifold M.
Although the well-known DAE form ẏ = ψ(y, z) 0 = φ(y, z) has the explicit "algebraic" constraint φ(y, z) = 0, the target DAE (1.1) does not have such an explicit constraint. However, the target DAE (1.1) has this constraint implicitly. To see this, we introduce the orthonormal basis
, and note that 0 = b i , Aż = b i , f (z) holds for any i = 1, . . . , ℓ. In other words, the DAE (1.1) has the implicit constraint
where
holds. When we deal with a higher (differential) index DAE, there are hidden constraints. Though we do not define the index here (see [1] for details), it should be noted that DAEs have a uniform index-1 if and only if M = M B holds.
We describe this point using the Moore-Penrose inverse
because of the property of the Moore-Penrose inverse. The configuration space M is actually the maximal manifold for which T z M ∩ {A † f (z) + e | e ∈ null(A)} is a singleton for any z ∈ M.
Note on linear conserved quantities in DAEs
In this section, we consider the discrete conservation of linear conserved quantities in DAEs. Though this discussion is not directly related to discrete gradient methods, the observations in this section illustrate the complexity of the conservation laws in DAEs.
For the case of ODEs, it is widely known that the discrete preservation of linear conserved quantities is relatively simple (see [16, Section IV.1] ). For example, all explicit and implicit Runge-Kutta methods automatically conserve linear conserved quantities [16, IV Theorem 1.5]. This significant property holds because the existence of a linear conserved quantity V (z) = γ, z (γ ∈ R d is a constant vector) implies that the vector field f (z) is always orthogonal to the constant vector γ.
Thus, in the case of DAEs, one may feel that the linear conserved quantities should be easily replicated in numerical methods. Unfortunately, however, this is not the case. To clarify this point, we first define the concept of conserved quantities in DAEs as follows. Note that the definition below is quite natural in view of Definition 2.1, and is consistent for the concept of "invariants" for the vector fields on the manifold (see [26, Definition 2.29] ).
Then, V is said to be a conserved quantity if d dt V (z(t)) = 0 holds for any solution z of DAE (1.1). As all solutions z of the DAE (1.1) satisfy z(t) ∈ M (while R d is filled with solutions of the ODE (2.1)), the existence of a linear conserved quantity V (z) = γ, z only implies that the vector field v(z) (recall Definition 2.5) is orthogonal to γ for any z ∈ M. The following two changes from the ODE case should be emphasized:
(1) The orthogonality is only given in terms of the corresponding vector field v (see [26, Theorem 2 .74]), which is not explicitly given in DAE cases (recall that v is not generally used in numerical methods for DAEs). (2) The orthogonality is only satisfied on the configuration manifold M. The first point makes it difficult to derive some necessary and sufficient condition for the linear conservation law by means of f (and A). Moreover, when the numerical solution z (m) is outside of the configuration manifold M, the second point becomes troublesome. The latter is not actually a major issue in the index-1 case (see Section 2.4), but the former is more delicate.
Still, using (2.6), we see that
e(t) .
Therefore, if the linear conserved quantity V satisfies γ ∈ car(A) = (null(A)) ⊥ , we can overcome the former difficulty; the conservation of V implies γ, A † f (z) = 0 for any z ∈ M. Using the fact that the implicit Euler method (2.4) satisfies z (m) ∈ M for uniform index-1 DAEs, we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 3.2. Let z (0) ∈ M be the initial condition and z (m) be the solution of the implicit Euler method (2.4) (m = 1, 2, . . . ). Suppose that V (z) = γ, z is a conserved quantity of the DAE (1.1) satisfying γ ∈ car(A), and that the DAE (1.1) has a uniform index-1. Then, for any
Proof. Similar to (2.6), for any m = 0, 1, . . . , there exists some e (m+1) ∈ null(A) such that
holds. Therefore, we see that
in which the right-hand side vanishes because z (m+1) ∈ M, e (m+1) ∈ null(A), and γ ∈ car(A).
A similar proposition holds for a subclass of implicit Runge-Kutta methods (the proof is similar). These discrete conservation laws are just examples, but the fact implies that the linear conserved quantity is not difficult to replicate in numerical methods when γ ∈ car(A).
Unfortunately, however, this approach truly relies on the condition γ ∈ car(A). As shown in (3.1), even for the continuous case, the proof of the conservation of such a linear conserved quantity depends on e(t), which is equivalent to the vector field v (when we obtain e(t), the vector field v can be constructed by A † f (z) + e).
Actually, the nonlinear DAE (obtained by a very coarse spatial discretization of the modified Hunter-Saxton equation; see [32] )
illustrates the difficulty of the numerical preservation of such a linear conserved quantity:
• it has a linear conserved quantity V (z) = 1, z with 1 := (1, 1, 1) ⊤ / ∈ car(A); • it has a uniform index-1; but • the implicit Euler method (2.4) fails to conserve V . Though we omit the numerical simulation here, this fact illustrates the difficulty involved with the conservative numerical integration of DAEs (the reason for this phenomenon is described in Example 4.6).
Proper functions
As shown in the previous section, conserved quantities of DAEs can be separated into two classes, i.e., relatively easy ones (γ ∈ car(A) in the linear case) and difficult ones.
Therefore, before we deal with conservation/dissipation laws in DAEs, we extend the former class to the general nonlinear case. To this end, we introduce the concept of "properness" for DAEs in Section 4.1, and present some examples in Section 4.2. Though the above definition may appear unnatural, the concept of proper functions has the following desirable properties:
(a) it is a natural extension of the linear case: in the linear case (V is a linear function), V is proper if and only if γ ∈ car(A), i.e., naturally includes the case in Proposition 3.2; (b) it is a natural extension of the ODE case:
ODEs correspond to the case where A is nonsingular, and so all functions are proper; (c) it has simple criteria for conservation/dissipation: using (2.6), for some proper function V and a solution z of the DAE (1.1), we see that
which implies that the conservation/dissipation of V can be characterized by the value of the righthand side (note that the right-hand side does not depend on v); (d) it forms a sufficiently large subclass of functions:
-a lot of known conserved quantities turn out to be proper, as shown in Section 4.2; -every function can be transformed to a proper function without changing its values on M (Proposition 4.2). The final point is summarized in the following proposition. As all solutions of the DAE (1.1) belong to the configuration manifold M, the value of the function V outside M does not have any impact on the conservation/dissipation laws. Therefore, the following proposition shows that the class of proper functions forms a sufficiently large subclass.
function for each i = 1, . . . , p. Then, there exists a C r proper function V :
Proof. Note that, for any functions c i :
Moreover, when each c i is differentiable, for any z ∈ M, the gradient of V can be expressed as
Hence, it is sufficient to show that there exists an appropriate definition of c(z) = (c 1 (z) , . . . , c k (z)) ⊤ such that ∇V (z) ∈ car(A) holds for any z ∈ M. In other words, we should find c(z) satisfying the linear equation
is an orthonormal basis of null(A). To ensure the existence of an appropriate C r map c, we show that W (z) has full row rank. Note that the tangent space T z M of M at z can be expressed as
As the DAE (1.1) is assumed to be regular,
} is a singleton for any z ∈ M. Summing up, for each z ∈ M, the linear equation
has exactly one solution v. Therefore, the matrix A ⊤ ∇g 1 (z) · · · ∇g k (z) has full row rank. In addition, we see that
where O ℓ,d ∈ R ℓ×d is the zero matrix. As the left-hand side has full row rank, rank W (z) = ℓ holds. Because W (z) has full row rank,
is a solution of (4.2), which shows the proposition.
Remark 4.3. Note that, for each functionṼ , the proper function V :
is not unique. For instance, as we will see in Example 4.7, the Hamiltonian system with holonomic constraints includes a proper conserved quantity, and the so-called augmented Hamiltonian is also a proper conserved quantity whose value coincides with that of the original Hamiltonian on M.
In this sense, the proper function is not a "normal form" of the class of functions having the same value on M. However, using this diversity in an appropriate manner, one may achieve a simple linear gradient structure, resulting in better numerical methods. In fact, as shown in Example 5.3, the linear gradient structure can dramatically depend on the choice of proper functions.
To partly confirm the meaning of properness, we consider index-1 DAEs. In this case, as shown in the lemma below, none of the constraints is proper, and any nontrivial combination of a proper function and constraints is not proper.
Lemma 4.4.
Suppose that the DAE (1.1) has a uniform index-1. Then, ∇g i (z) / ∈ car(A) holds for each i = 1, . . . , ℓ and any z ∈ M, i.e., the constraints g i are not proper.
Proof. As stated in the proof of Proposition 4.2, since the DAE (1.1) is assumed to be regular, the matrix (A ⊤ , ∇g 1 (z), . . . , ∇g ℓ (z)) has full row rank for any z ∈ M. This fact implies the lemma, because the span of the column vectors of A ⊤ coincides with car(A).
Remark 4.5. When we deal with a higher index DAE, there are several hidden constraints, i.e., M is a proper subset of M B . In this case, some constraints can be proper. This means that, in considering the conservation/dissipation laws, the set of proper functions is an unnecessarily large subset of functions (these constraints are regarded as proper conserved/dissipated quantities). However, as a mathematical definition of the "desired conserved/dissipated quantities" seems to be difficult, and one can typically distinguish the appropriate conserved/dissipated quantities from constraints in physical problems, we believe the concept of properness is a good candidate. In this sense, though the later discussion on conservation/dissipation law sometimes (unintentionally) includes the constraints, we are not especially concerned by this.
Examples of proper functions.
Through the following examples, we show that the known conserved quantity is often proper. Prior to physical examples, we use the artificial example in (3.2).
Example 4.6. The nonlinear DAE (3.2) has three conserved quantities
Because g(z) = H(z) + V (z), these quantities are functionally dependent. As the configuration manifold M = {z ∈ R 3 | g(z) = 0}, g turns out to be a constraint of the DAE (3.2). Therefore, Lemma 4.4 implies that g is not proper. Moreover, as mentioned in Section 3, V is not proper.
However, we see that
which indicates that H is proper. In view of this classification, the fact that "the implicit Euler method fails to conserve V " can be explained as follows. As H = −V holds on M, the linear conserved quantity V is "equivalent" to the quadratic conserved quantity H. In addition, the implicit Euler method generally does not replicate the quadratic conserved quantity. Therefore, the implicit Euler method fails to conserve V , which is just a shadow of the proper quadratic conserved quantity H. Example 4.7. In this example, the Hamiltonian system with holonomic constraints
h×n is the Jacobian matrix of g), and λ : [0, T ) → R h gives the corresponding Lagrange multipliers. Then, H is a conserved quantity:
Moreover, as the gradient ∇H(q, p, λ) can be expressed by (∂H/∂q, ∂H/∂p, 0) ⊤ , the Hamiltonian H is proper. On the other hand, the augmented Hamiltonian
is often used (see, e.g., [15] ). Since V (q, p, λ) = H(q, p) holds for any (q, p, λ) ∈ M, the augmented Hamiltonian V is also a conserved quantity. Furthermore, because the gradient ∇V (q, p, λ) can be expressed by (∂H/∂q + (Jg(q)) ⊤ λ, ∂H/∂p, g(q)), the augmented Hamiltonian V is also a proper conserved quantity (note that g(q) = 0 holds on M). where subscripts denote partial derivatives, u : [0, T ) × S → R is a dependent variable (S = R/LZ), t and x are temporal and spatial independent variables, and δH/δu is the variational derivative of the functional H.
Note that H is a conserved quantity:
where ·, · is the standard L 2 inner product (this is a slight abuse of notation, but it causes no confusion). Though Furihata-Sato-Matsuo [13] dealt with full discretization, we consider the corresponding spatial discretization. By introducing the discrete symbol u i (t) ≈ u(t, i∆x) (i = 1, . . . , I) (where ∆x = 2π/I is the mesh size, the discrete periodic boundary condition u i+I = u i is assumed, and u denotes the vector (u 1 , . . . , u I ) ⊤ ), the spatial discretization can be written in the form
where D ∈ R I×I and M ∈ R I×I are matrices representing the forward difference and average operators, i.e.,
and H is an approximation of H.
must be satisfied for all solutions u of (4.6). This implies that H is proper, i.e., ∇H(u) ∈ car(D), because null(D) = span{1}. Therefore, from (4.1), it is easy to confirm that H is a conserved quantity:
Here, the last equality comes from the skew-symmetry of D † M , which can be verified using the fact that all eigenvalues of D † M are purely imaginary and D † M is circulant.
Conservation/dissipation law and linear gradient DAEs
To establish a unified framework for discrete gradient methods applied to DAEs, we should introduce the DAE counterpart of the linear gradient system (1.4) for ODEs (recall Section 2.2).
To this end, we consider the linear gradient DAE
which is a natural extension of linear gradient system (1.4). In this section, we explore the cases in which this has a conservation/dissipation law. Therefore, in order to use (4.1), V is assumed to be proper. Moreover, as shown below, we can prove the converse of Proposition 5.1, which gives an existence theorem of the linear gradient structure for conservative DAEs, i.e., a generalization of Proposition 2.3 for DAEs.
, and the C r+1 function V : R d → R be a proper conserved quantity. Then, there exists a matrix function S such that C r , f = S∇V on the domain {z ∈ R d | ∇V (z) = 0}, and A † S(z) is skew-symmetric for any z ∈ M. Moreover, S can be chosen so as to be bounded near every non-degenerate critical point, that is, S is locally bounded if V is a Morse function.
Proof. To prove the theorem, we confirm that all conditions are satisfied by S defined as follows:
Note that S∇V (z) = f (z) holds, because V is a proper conserved quantity. Moreover, the properness of V implies that
, and so A † S(z) is skew-symmetric. Second, we consider the behavior of S(z) in a neighborhood of a point z for which ∇V (z) = 0. Though this is quite similar to the corresponding part of Proposition 2.3, we give the full proof for the readers' convenience.
Under the Morse lemma, there is a coordinate chart about any non-degenerate critical point of V in which
where the Hessian ∇ 2 V (0) of V at x = 0 is non-degenerate. For an arbitrary x and sufficiently small λ,
The non-degeneracy of ∇ 2 V (0) implies that x 2 / ∇V (x) 2 is also locally bounded. Therefore, the inequality
implies that S is locally bounded.
Though Proposition 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 are natural extensions of the ODE case, they are very important in this context. As described in Examples 4.7 and 4.8, the proofs of conservation laws in existing results are quite different: the constraint is explicitly used in Example 4.7, whereas the skew-symmetry of D † M is essential in Example 4.8. However, the above proposition and theorem imply that these conservation laws can be understood by the linear gradient DAE (5.1) and skew-symmetry of A † S(z) (see Example 5.3 below).
Example 5.3. For the constrained Hamiltonian system (4.3) and the Hamiltonian H, the matrix S defined in Theorem 5.2 can be written in the form
where H q = ∂H/∂q, H p = ∂H/∂p, G = Jg(q), and h = H q 2 2 + H p 2 2 . Though it is easy to observe that the slightly simple matrix function
can be used, the linear gradient structure for the Hamiltonian H is necessarily complicated because the gradient of H has no information about g and Jg.
However, for the augmented Hamiltonian V defined by (4.4), the constrained Hamiltonian system (4.3) has a simple linear gradient structure:
This linear gradient structure clearly satisfies the condition of Proposition 5.1.
In summary, for any conserved quantityṼ (see Remark 4.5 for the handling of constraints), there exists a conserved quantity V such thatṼ = V holds on M (Proposition 4.2), and there exists an appropriate linear gradient structure with respect to V (Theorem 5.2). Therefore, in principal, our linear gradient DAE (5.1) with skew-symmetric A † S(z) can express all conservation laws for DAEs. Thus, we believe it is meaningful to consider the conservative discretization of such linear gradient DAEs (see Section 6).
Dissipation law of DAEs.
In this section, we consider the dissipative case. Actually, we can deal with the dissipative case in a similar manner to the conservative case. However, we present the method in full for readers' convenience.
First, let us introduce the notion of a dissipated quantity for DAEs of the form (1.1).
Definition 5.4 (Dissipated quantity). Let
Then, V is said to be a dissipated quantity if d dt V (z(t)) ≤ 0 holds for any solution z of DAE (1.1). Remark 5.5. There is a difference between the proper dissipated quantity used here and the existing definition of Lyapunov functions for DAEs in the literature. Since our focus is on extending the concept of ODEs to DAEs, we are not concerned with the additional properties of Lyapunov functions such as coercivity, boundedness, and strict dissipation.
Bajić [2] dealt with DAEs of the form A(t)ż = f (z) and considered their Lyapunov functions. To overcome the difficulty that (d/dt)V (z(t)) cannot be expressed by means of A and f (recall (c) in Section 4.1), Bajić introduced a useful subclass of Lyapunov functions by adding the assumption that "the Lyapunov function V depends only on t and y, where y = φ(t, z) is an auxiliary variable such thatẏ can be explicitly expressed by means of A and f ." In contrast, Liberzon-Trenn [22] dealt with DAEs of the form A(z)ż = f (z) under the assumption that "there exists a continuous function φ such that ∇V (z), w = φ(z, A(z)w) for any z ∈ M and w ∈ T z M."
The concept of properness is similar to the assumptions above. However, as mentioned in the Introduction, the advantage of properness is that it does not lose generality. This advantage truly relies on the autonomous nature of our target DAEs in comparison with [2] , although properness can be extended to the case in [22] under some assumption on A(z). 
where q ∈ R n is the configuration vector, v ∈ R n is the velocity, M ∈ R n×n is the mass matrix (M is assumed to be symmetric and positive definite), U : R d → R is a potential function, g : R d → R h represents the holonomic constraints, and F v express the friction (F is a nonnegative diagonal matrix). In this case, the energy function H(q, v) = v, M v + U (q) is a dissipated quantity:
Moreover, in a manner similar to Example 4.7, we can confirm that H is proper.
It is also easy to show that the augmented energy function V (q, v, λ) = H(q, v) + λ, g(q) is a proper dissipated quantity.
As well as the conservative case, we can establish the converse of Proposition 5.6, which is a generalization of Proposition 2.4 for DAEs. However, in this case, we seek the matrix function S such that A † S(z) is negative semidefinite, whereas Proposition 2.4 ensures the existence of a negative definite matrix function. The singularity of A † means that this discrepancy cannot be solved. It should also be noted that we cannot ensure the boundedness of S in general, whereas we can always construct a locally bounded S in the conservative case (see [23, Proposition 2.9] ). Proof. It is clear that the map S defined as
⊤ satisfies all the conditions. 
where Φ := ∇U (q) + (Jg(q)) ⊤ λ + F v. However, for the augmented energy function V , there is a relatively simple linear gradient form (5.6)
This linear gradient structure clearly satisfies the condition of Proposition 5.6.
Discrete gradient methods for linear gradient DAEs
In the following, we focus on the conservative case (the dissipative case can be treated similarly). For linear gradient DAEs (5.1), a one-step method can be constructed as
using a discrete gradient ∇V and some consistent approximation S d of S. Here, as a discrete counterpart of Proposition 5.1, the following proposition clearly holds.
Though the definition of discrete gradient methods and Proposition 6.1 are quite natural extensions of the ODE case (see Section 2.2), the assumptions in Proposition 6.1 are troublesome:
(m) ∈ car(A) cannot be ensured in general: Even when V is a proper function, its discrete gradient need not belong to car(A). For example, the nonlinear nature of M means that (1 − ξ)z + ξz ′ ∈ M cannot be guaranteed, even when z, z ′ ∈ M and ξ ∈ (0, 1). Hence, the average vector field (2.3) cannot be guaranteed to belong to car(A) (we consider how to overcome this issue in the next section). (2) An appropriate discretization of S can become nontrivial:
In the continuous case, the skew-symmetry is only ensured on M. Thus, if the numerical solution
is an appropriate approximation (if symmetry is not required, one can choose a simpler discretization S z (m+1) , z (m) = S z (m) ). However, when we use a numerical scheme that does not satisfy z (m) ∈ M, the situation becomes far more challenging. Fortunately, however, a number of examples have constant S. Thus, we leave this issue for future work. We can overcome these difficulties in existing cases as shown in the following examples. 
Here, if we employ the discrete gradient in the form
the discrete gradient method (6.2) coincides with the scheme employed by Gonzalez [15] under the assumption g(q (0) ) = 0 (we omit several obvious arguments for brevity).
⊤ is a discrete gradient of H, and the discrete Jacobian Jg is defined in a similar manner to the discrete gradient. In this case, [15, Proposition 3.1] ensures that H is preserved and g q (m) = 0 holds for all m. We can also prove the discrete conservation law using Proposition 6.1. First, note that g q (m+1) + g q (m) = 0 implies g q (m+1) = 0 (under the assumption g q (m) = 0). Since this ensures ∇V ∈ car(A), all conditions of Proposition 6.1 are fulfilled, and so V q
holds for all m. Moreover, the definition of V and g q (m) = 0 implies the conservation of H.
It is difficult to overcome this issue, because the constrained Hamiltonian system has a higher index (at least 3). Example 6.3. For the spatial discretization (4.6) of the variational PDE (4.5), we consider the discrete gradient method
which coincides with the full discretization employed in [13] . In this case, similar to the continuous (semi-discrete) case, we can show that ∇H u (m+1) , u (m) ∈ car(D):
Thus, Proposition 6.1 reveals that H is conserved by the numerical method (6.4). Note that, in general, the implicit constraint is not satisfied, i.e., u (m) / ∈ M.
Though the above examples have the desired conservation law, the general framework seems to be quite challenging because of the difficulties identified; the numerical solution does not belong to M. Therefore, in the next section, we focus on index-1 cases, and construct a general conservative method using the discrete gradient. There, in contrast to the above examples, we force the numerical solution to belong to M (this can be done thanks to the index-1 assumption). This implies the latter difficulty no longer occurs, and we can focus on the former issue.
Discrete gradient methods for index-1 DAEs
In this section, to overcome the difficulties identified in the previous section, we focus on index-1 cases. To establish the general result, we first consider a new discrete gradient that is compatible with proper conserved quantities. We then establish a new discrete gradient method.
7.1.
A new discrete gradient. It is important to observe that ∇V (z (m) ), ∇V (z (m+1) ) ∈ car(A) holds when we assume z (m) , z (m+1) ∈ M for a proper function V . Therefore, if we can construct the discrete gradient defined by some interior division of the vectors ∇V (z (m) ) and ∇V (z (m+1) ), the resulting discrete gradient also belongs to car(A). However, as far as the present author knows, such a discrete gradient has not been discussed in the literature. In this section, we show such a discrete gradient can be constructed for some cases.
For V : R d → R, we define
where the coefficient θ :
First, we confirm the discrete chain rule (recall Definition 1.1):
The second property in Definition 1.1 is satisfied by definition, and ∇ P V (z, z ′ ) is clearly symmetric.
However, in general, as the denominator of θ(z, z ′ ) can be zero even when z = z ′ , the continuity of ∇ P V (z, z ′ ) depends on V . For example, ∇ P V is a continuous function for quadratic or strictly convex function V :
• When V is quadratic, i.e., V (z) = (1/2)z ⊤ Xz for a symmetric matrix X: Because
holds, which coincides with the average vector field.
• When V is strictly convex:
The function V is said to be strictly convex if
Therefore, it is positive and accordingly continuous on the domain
The continuity on the whole domain can also be proved (see appendix).
As the discrete gradient ∇ P V is defined by the interior division, the following lemma clearly holds.
7.2. Discrete gradient method. To ensure z (m) ∈ M, we consider a reformulation of the linear gradient DAE (5.1) in the following form:
where c i ∈ R is a redundant variable (which turns out to be identically zero) for each i = 1, . . . , ℓ, and G(z) = B ⊤ S(z)∇V (z) is an implicit constraint. We consider the following one-step method using the discrete gradient ∇ P V introduced in the previous section:
where S(z (m+1) , z (m) ) = (S(z (m+1) ) + S(z (m) ))/2. Here, we assume that the scheme (7.4) has a unique solution for sufficiently small ∆t. By definition, the following lemma obviously holds. Lemma 7.2. Let z (m) be the numerical solution of (7.4) (m = 0, 1, . . . ). Then, z (m) ∈ M holds for any m.
Proof. As we assume the DAE has a uniform index-1, M = {z ∈ R d | G(z) = 0} holds. This fact implies the lemma.
Using Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2, we obtain the desired discrete conservation law as follows. Schemes (8.2), (8.3), and (8.4) all reproduce the traveling wave perfectly (omitted), and conserve the energy H very well (see Fig. 3 ). However, the average vector field (8.4) is slightly worse in view of the implicit constraint (Fig. 4) . This result agrees very well with the theory described above.
Note that, in view of computational efficiency, the average vector field (8.4) is the best scheme because it is free of nonlocal computations (see Table 1 ). Recall that the calculation of ∇ P H(u (m+1) , u (m) ) requires nonlocal computations (see definition of θ in (7.2)). The actual computation times are summarized in Table 1 .
Though not especially meaningful in this quite simple implementation, the results imply that scheme (7.4) is computationally expensive.
Though schemes (8.2) and (8.3) are mathematically equivalent, there are some visible differences between them in Figures 3 and 4 . The cause of this phenomenon is the very strong assumption that F (z (0) ) = 0 for the equivalence. In fact, this assumption cannot be ensured exactly in actual numerical computations. Moreover, even when it is ensured, F (z (m) ) = 0 does not exactly hold because of the inevitable round-off error for m ≥ 1. 
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have presented the first steps toward a unified framework for the discrete gradient method applied to DAEs.
As the first building block of such a framework, we showed that the linear gradient DAE (5.1) is an appropriate class for considering discrete gradient methods (Section 5). To overcome several difficulties, we introduced the concept of proper functions. Though unusual at first sight, we believe the concept of properness is indispensable in considering conservation/dissipation laws in DAEs.
We then discussed the difficulty of constructing conservative methods for general conservative DAEs (Section 6). Finally, we derived a partial answer for index-1 cases in Section 7, and confirmed this result numerically in Section 8.
However, several issues remain. First, higher index cases seem to be quite difficult to deal with (Section 6), but should be investigated. Second, as there are numerous equivalent functions (i.e., whose values are the same on M), determining the best one is an interesting issue (recall that the augmented Hamiltonian yields the better linear gradient structure (Example 5.3)). Finally, the author believes that the discrete gradient scheme defined in Section 7 should be investigated in more detail, because it simultaneously preserves the conserved quantity and the implicit constraint. Since the preservation of multiple conserved quantities has presented a difficult task previous studies, the author hopes that this contribution will provide some progress in this direction.
